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Abstract
Immunoglobulin amyloid light-chain (AL) amyloidosis is the most common form of systemic amyloidosis, where the culprit amyloidogenic protein is immunoglobulin light chains produced by marrow clonal plasma cells. AL amyloidosis is an infrequent disease, and since presentation is variable and often nonspecific, diagnosis is often delayed. This results in cumulative organ damage and has a negative prognostic effect. AL amyloidosis can also be challenging on the diagnostic level, especially when demonstration of Congo red-positive tissue is not readily obtained. Since as many as 31 known amyloidogenic proteins have been identified to date, determination of the amyloid type is required. While several typing methods are available, mass spectrometry has become the gold standard for amyloid typing. Upon confirming the diagnosis of amyloidosis, a pursuit for organ involvement is essential, with a focus on heart involvement, even in the absence of suggestive symptoms for involvement, as this has both prognostic and treatment implications. Details regarding initial treatment options, including stem cell transplantation, are provided in this review. AL amyloidosis management requires a multidisciplinary approach with careful patient monitoring, as organ impairment has a major effect on morbidity and treatment tolerability until a response to treatment is achieved and recovery emerges.

Introduction
Amyloidosis is a generic idiom for heterogeneous protein misfolding syndromes in which a culprit protein assembles in a β-sheet structure, resulting in insolubility and subsequent tissue deposition, which ultimately leads to organ architecture disruption and dysfunction. While descriptions of patients with presumed amyloidosis can be traced back to 1639 [1], the term 'amyloid' was coined in 1838 for botanical purposes. Amyloid (Latin for 'starch-like'), was introduced to medicine by Rudolf Virchow in 1854 [2], reflecting his misconception of the amorphous extracellular deposits as starch based, but found later to be a fibrillary protein.

Currently, there are 31 known amyloidogenic proteins, each of which produces a distinct clinical syndrome [3]. This review will focus on systemic immunoglobulin amyloid light-chain (AL) amyloidosis, the most common form of systemic amyloidosis. Less common subtypes are reactive (AA) amyloidosis, senile systemic amyloidosis (SSA, wild-type transthyretin, TTR), TTR amyloidosis (mutant
TTR, also known as familial amyloid polyneuropathy (FAP) or familial amyloid cardiomyopathy (FAC), fibrinogen amyloidosis (AFib) and apolipoprotein A-I amyloidosis (AApoAI) [4]. Treatment is type dependent, emphasizing the importance of not only reaching a diagnosis of amyloidosis, but also having to confirm its correct type.

**AL Amyloidosis**

AL amyloidosis is a rare plasma cell proliferative disorder (PCPD) with an incidence of 3–9 per million person-years [5–7]. It is characterized by a clonal expansion of marrow plasma cells which produce kappa or lambda light chains (LCs), which upon accumulation aggregate and misfold in the form of amyloid. The plasma cell burden is usually small, with a median of 5–7% bone marrow plasma cells (BMPCs) [8]. However, variation exists, which may reflect divergent thresholds for amyloid formation.

AL amyloidosis makes up a challenging PCPD on several levels. First, like other amyloid syndromes, recognition is often overlooked and diagnosis is delayed. The interval between symptom onset and diagnosis of the AL amyloidosis is longer in patients with a prior diagnosis of a PCPD (who are routinely monitored in the clinic) than patients without such a prior diagnosis [9]. Second, there is no single diagnostic test for this disease and establishment of the diagnosis requires a high index of suspicion followed by testing in sequence. Third, the disease poses a treatment challenge, as many patients present with advanced organ damage which impairs the ability to deliver effective treatment.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that patients with AL amyloidosis have evidence of a monoclonal protein in their sera years before the appearance of clinical disease [10]. This finding of a precursor disease state can increase the likelihood of early diagnosis, required for an improvement in patient outcome. This, however, requires techniques which will enable identification of those few patients among a larger pool of people with protein-secreting clonal disorders, who are ‘amyloid-prone’ or have early asymptomatic amyloid deposits. While there have been several attempts to predict the propensity of a protein to form amyloid [11, 12], none have been successful.

**Pathogenesis**

A number of excellent reviews on the pathogenesis of amyloidosis have been published in recent years [13–16]. Organ dysfunction in AL amyloidosis is not only a result of organ architecture disruption, but there is a direct cytotoxic effect of the amyloidogenic LCs [17, 18]. This observation explains the rapid clinical improvement of successfully treated patients evidenced by biochemical organ recovery, before a reduction in the amyloid deposits at the affected organ(s) can occur. Additionally, persistence of amyloid deposits after successful treatment and organ recovery also supports LC toxicity as the cause of organ dysfunction [19, 20].

**Recognition**

Amyloidosis is often difficult to recognize as the presenting symptoms are insidious and nonspecific, and vary between patients. Patients typically present with fatigue, light-headedness and/or weight loss as well as signs and symptoms associated with the affected organ(s). Organ involvement may include progressive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome and/or renal failure, hepatomegaly and/or an increased level of serum alkaline phosphatase, autonomic and/or peripheral neuropathy, carpal tunnel syndrome, macroGLOSSIA and bleeding diathesis (in some patients due to factor X deficiency; fig. 1). Less common manifestations include, among others: jaw claudication [21], gastroparesis and intestinal pseudo-obstruction, polyarthralgia [22], muscle pseudohypertrophy [23], xerostomia [24] and alopecia [25]. The two most common involved organs are the kidneys and the heart (60–80% of patients in most reports). Organ tropism has been suggested to be determined by the light-chain variable region [26–29], LC burden [28, 30] and tissue intrinsic features [30], but data so far are inconclusive [31].

Less than 10% of patients with AL amyloidosis copresent with symptomatic multiple myeloma (MM) and fulfill one or more of the CRAB criteria (hypercalcemia, renal failure not related to the amyloidogenic process, anemia and/or bony lesions) [8]. To a lesser extent, other secretory B cell neoplasms, such as Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas, can also lead to AL-type amyloidosis [32].

**AL Amyloidosis Screening**

When a patient presents with signs and symptoms suggestive of amyloidosis, screening tests for monoclonal protein production are warranted. This includes serum immunofixation and electrophoresis (IFE) as well as se-
In a large series of 570 AL amyloidosis patients, the elimination of the 24-hour urine IFE led to a decrease in the diagnostic sensitivity from 98.1 to 97.1% [34], indicating that the need for urine IFE in AL amyloidosis screening is minimal. If tests indicate the presence of a monoclonal protein, further diagnostic work-up is needed. If all tests for monoclonal protein are negative, then AL amyloidosis is very unlikely (∼2%), and unless clinical suspicion remains high no further work-up for PCPD is indicated. Other amyloid syndromes should be considered. Gene sequencing for hereditary amyloidosis is organ oriented, as each hereditary syndrome has a distinct ‘organ signature’.

Diagnosis

The diagnostic backbone of amyloidosis is based on three fundamental requirements: (1) histopathological diagnosis with amyloid typing, (2) determination of whether the disorder is systemic or localized and, if systemic, (3) evaluation for disease extent. The initial source for a pathological diagnosis of systemic disease is a subcutaneous fat aspiration (SFA) coupled with bone marrow biopsy (the latter being performed as part of the PCPD workup). These two procedures are easily performed, carry little risk to the patient and have a combined diagnostic sensitivity of 85% [35, 36], making them an excellent initial option for pathological confirmation. A video on the fat pad aspiration procedure is available [37]. For the remaining 15% of patients negative for amyloid in SFA and bone marrow biopsy, a thorough reexamination of 3 slides by two experienced pathologists has been shown to increase sensitivity [38] and could be considered. Alternatively, biopsy of one of the affected organ(s) will increase the diagnostic yield to 90–95% [38, 39], but must be weighed against the risks of a more invasive procedure. Another alternative is to perform a biopsy of a labial salivary gland, a minimally invasive procedure that can spare more than half of SFA-negative patients from the need to undergo a biopsy of the affected organ [40].

The histopathological diagnosis of amyloidosis is based on the affinity of ‘Congo red’ dye to amyloid [13], independent of its type. Nevertheless, Congo red avidity must be associated with apple green birefringence. This dye intercalates with the amyloid fibrils, and under polarization microscopy a vivid green birefringence appears, which illustrates the organized ultrastructure of the fibrils and confirms the presence of amyloid deposits.

As treatment is exclusively type driven, amyloid typing is an inseparable part of the pathological evaluation. Traditional typing by immunohistochemistry staining can be misleading due to high background staining caused by serum contamination and formalin-induced epitope loss [41]. Additionally, immunohistochemistry may lack sensitivity due to c-terminus variability of the LCs. Therefore, lack of LC immunostaining does not exclude AL amyloidosis [42]. Conversely, the presence of a monoclonal protein does not necessarily prove AL amyloidosis, as monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance is a relatively common finding in people over the age of 50 years [43] and, therefore, may be a coincidental finding. Indeed, 9.7% of patients with non-AL amyloidosis were reported to have a monoclonal protein [44]. Proper classification is best achieved by mass spectrometry (MS) sequencing, which is the standard for amyloid typing, with nearly 100% sensitivity [41]. The assay is performed on Congo red-positive tissues (including formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples) and involves laser microdissection of a deposit,ryptic proteolysis followed by protein sequencing by liquid chromatography and MS to sequence protein subunits (fig. 2). This method also allows identification of rare or unknown variants of amyloidoid-
sis, which are hard to diagnose with other available typing methods. MS requires a trained and equipped laboratory for this purpose; if this is not available, amyloid typing can rely on immunohistochemistry [45, 46] or immuno-electron microscopy [47], but should be cross-validated with both clinical and laboratory data.

**Disease Extent**

Once a diagnosis is established, the disease extent needs to be determined. Although recognized in less than 10% of patients [48], a positive Congo red tissue with no evidence for systemic disease may be encountered. Localized amyloidosis is typically seen in mucosal surfaces, such as the gastrointestinal tract (GIT), urinary tract, breasts, lungs and upper airways, as well as the skin [49]. It probably stems from a localized production of monoclonal LCs, and is thought to involve local amyloid phagocytic processing which provides the amyloidogenic properties of the LCs [50]. A diagnosis of localized AL amyloidosis is usually made after tissue sampling for symptoms induced by local deposition, although an incidental diagnosis can also occur. In these patients, SFA and bone marrow biopsy are negative for amyloid deposits with a lack of systemic symptoms. It is important to recognize this entity, as its course is usually benign and requires primarily localized measures [51] or observation only.

In systemic amyloidosis, the extent of organ involvement should be sought. As cardiac involvement is the most important organ-related prognostic factor [52, 53], assessment of cardiac function is paramount.

**Cardiac Involvement**

Cardiac biomarkers, which include cardiac troponin T and N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic protein (NT-pro-BNP; or alternatively, BNP), should be assessed in all patients owing to its high sensitivity for cardiac involvement [54, 55] as well as its prognostic value. Cardiac imaging should also be obtained. Echocardiography remains a valuable and sensitive tool for the assessment of cardiac amyloidosis. The classical imaging features suggesting cardiac involvement are a 'speckled pattern' of the myocardium and thickened myocardium seen on echocar-
diography, although all portions of the heart can be involved [56–58]. Current diagnostic imaging criteria for cardiac involvement include a mean left ventricular wall thickness (septum plus posterior wall thickness divided by 2) greater than 12 mm in the absence of alternative explanations [59]. However, the wall measure may remain normal, despite significant cardiac dysfunction. The reported incidence of this ‘nontraditional’ presentation ranges from 3% [60] to a third of cardiac involvement [61], although in the former study only patients with an ejection fraction $\leq 40\%$ were included.

Cardiac dysfunction is primarily diastolic, as heart failure symptoms often develop with a still preserved (or only mildly impaired) ejection fraction. However, Doppler-based strain echocardiography is a sensitive method for early recognition of cardiac impairment in AL amyloidosis. This method assesses the ability of the myocardium to shorten upon contraction in a longitudinal plane. A longitudinal systolic strain of the basal anteroseptal segment that is less negative than or equal to $-7.5\%$ was found to be an independent negative predictor of survival [62].

In addition to echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is an excellent tool for the diagnosis of cardiac amyloidosis. Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) is the hallmark feature (fig. 3), reflecting interstitial edema induced by the amyloid deposits, but has also been linked to ischemic-induced fibrosis [63]. LGE is usually observed throughout the myocardium, either transmural or subendocardial, but nonglobal patterns can also be detected. It has also been shown that LGE correlates with histological, laboratory and clinical parameters [64], and has prognostic value. Transmural LGE was associated with advanced cardiac involvement and inferior survival [65].

Overall, CMR is a valuable tool in cardiac amyloidosis due to its high sensitivity and specificity in detecting heart involvement compared with echocardiography. However, gadolinium administration may produce a devastating nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in patients with impaired kidney function, which is common in AL amyloidosis. Furthermore, as strain echocardiography has a powerful prognostic impact and is easily obtained, we recommend echocardiography with strain imaging for all patients, with the addition of CMR when cardiac involvement remains in question.

**Other Organ Involvement Work-Up**

Renal involvement is assessed by measuring creatinine (or estimated glomerular filtration rate, eGFR) and proteinuria. Traditionally, 24-hour collection for urine protein was the gold standard, but spot albumin-to-creatinine ratio may suffice [66]. The diagnostic criterion for renal involvement is excretion of $>0.5$ g of albumin in a 24-hour urine collection. However, rarely, patients can present with renal insufficiency and minimal proteinuria [67], suggesting interstitial/vascular-limited amyloidosis [68]. In such cases, a renal biopsy is justifiable to clarify the cause of the renal failure.

Hepatic involvement is assessed by measuring serum alkaline phosphatase and liver span by imaging. The diagnostic criterion defines involvement if the liver span is above 15 cm or serum alkaline phosphatase is more than 1.5 times the institutional upper limit of normal. Both liver measures can be abnormal in the presence of right heart failure. Basic testing for autonomic dysfunction includes orthostatic blood pressure measurement and evaluation for the loss of beat-to-beat variability on resting electrocardiogram [69].

Serum amyloid P (SAP) is a glycoprotein which constitutes 10–15% of the amyloid deposits, regardless of its source. A radiolabeled SAP scan with $^{123}$I ($^{123}$I-SAP) is a sensitive method to detect visceral deposition of amyloid,
even in tissues not considered to be clinically involved [70]. It has limited value in gastrointestinal and nervous system assessment, and is unable to detect cardiac involvement. Therefore, this imaging has a limited role in diagnosis and response assessment.

Prognosis

AL amyloidosis carries the poorest prognosis of systemic amyloidosis syndromes. In the absence of treatment, the median survival is only 8 months [71] compared with 24–66 months in TTR cardiac amyloidosis [72]. This might be a result of a direct toxic effect of the LCs in AL amyloidosis [73], or the more widespread organ involvement associated with AL amyloidosis compared with other amyloidosis types. As AL amyloidosis affects vital organ function, and as diagnosis is often delayed, the prognosis often depends on the ‘deposition burden’, with a primary focus on whether the heart is involved and to what extent.

The most common prognostic scoring system in use is the Mayo staging system [74], which was revised in 2012 [75] (table 1). This staging system originally included the soluble cardiac biomarkers NT-proBNP and cardiac troponin T, whereas in the revised system the difference between involved and uninvolved LCs (dFLC) was added. The validity of the revised staging system lies in its large cohort of patients (over 800), simplicity, its reproducibility and the introduction of the alternative of BNP instead of NT-proBNP.

dFLC is an indirect measure of tumor burden and, not surprisingly, is the most significant variable as it is the potentially direct cause of tissue damage and organ dysfunction and is widely available. Interestingly, both cardiac biomarkers, troponin T and NT-proBNP are independent of each other as prognostic factors, probably as these biomarkers measure different effects of amyloid deposition in the myocardium. While troponin measures myocyte damage, NT-proBNP is a measure of myocyte stretch and, therefore, a marker for heart failure. Both biomarkers are elevated in renal failure, which can reduce its value. It has been suggested that higher cutoffs of BNP and NT-proBNP should be used in the setting of renal failure. Only BNP retained predictive value in patients with an eGFR below 15 ml/min [76]. High-sensitivity troponin T has also been shown to have independent prognostic significance [54, 77].

Additional prognostic factors that have been described include: multiorgan involvement [78, 79]; ≥10% BMPCs [8]; abnormal cytogenetics [t(11;14) and trisomies] [80]; systolic blood pressure <100 mm Hg [81]; performance status (ECOG >2) [82]; serum uric acid >8 mg/dl [83, 84]; body mass index (BMI) <22, and unintentional weight loss >10% in 6 months [85].

Emerging prognostic biomarkers in AL amyloidosis include: osteopontin, a potential biomarker of cardiac injury and biomechanical strain [86]; soluble suppression of tumorigenicity 2, a marker of cardiac remodeling and fibrosis [87], and human placental growth factor, a marker for endothelial dysfunction [88].

Treatment

Defining Treatment Goals

AL amyloidosis is a distinct PCPD in terms of treatment goals. First, the prime goal is improvement in patient survival. However, since treatment-related toxicity may be high as a result of patient frailty and vital organ dysfunction, careful treatment selection is warranted to maintain a delicate balance between disease phenotype, anticipated response rate and treatment toxicity. Second, in terms of disease burden, the goal is to achieve a rapid and maximal reduction of the pathogenic LCs. While similar to the treatment goal in MM, in AL amyloidosis a maximal reduction of the circulating LC is more than a marker of response, but is mandatory to prevent further organ damage. Therefore, the response goal in AL amyloidosis is more stringent than in MM, meaning that at least a near complete reduction of the involved LC is warranted in most patients. Such a deep response can be hard to achieve, especially if treatment is not intensive. A third goal, apart from the reduction of the pathogenic LCs, is the recovery of all affected organs.

Table 1. The revised Mayo staging system for AL amyloidosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned stage</th>
<th>Relative proportion of patients in the primary cohort, %</th>
<th>Median survival, months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (0 points)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (1 point)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (2 points)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (3 points)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A score of 1 is assigned for each of three variables: cardiac troponin T ≥0.025 ng/ml, NT-ProBNP ≥1,800 pg/ml and dFLC ≥18 mg/dl.
A uniform response definition has been established [59, 89], with two response components to consider: hematological response (HR), which corresponds to the degree of reduction in the amyloidogenic LC, and organ response (OR), which represents the improvement in organ function (table 2).

The HR criteria define four levels of response: complete response (CR; negative serum and urine and normal FLC ratio; no need for confirmatory bone marrow evaluation); very good partial response (VGPR; dFLC <4 mg/dl); partial response (PR; dFLC decrease ≥50%), and no response (less than PR). The achievement of at least VGPR should be the treatment goal, as it correlates with a significant improvement in survival compared to a PR level [89]. This is also supported by the fact that the percent reduction of involved LC from baseline was not predictive of overall survival, while the achievement of absolute low levels was [90].

OR criteria are defined for the 4 major relevant organs (heart, kidney, liver, nervous system) [59] and have been updated for heart [89] and kidney involvement [91]. The details on each OR can be viewed in table 2. The deeper the HR the higher the likelihood of achieving an OR [53, 78, 90–93]. The kinetics between HR and OR can be seen in a selected cohort of 313 AL amyloidosis patients who achieved normalization of the FLC ratio (nFLCr) following treatment. Seventy-four percent of these patients had at least one OR. The median time to first OR was 2.1 months from the time of nFLCr. Additionally, achieving early OR within 1 year of nFLCr predicted better survival compared to patients with nFLCr achievement but who failed to achieve early OR [93].

### Table 2. HR and OR criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR</strong></td>
<td>Cardiac response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative serum and urine immunofixation electrophoresis and normal serum FLC ratio</td>
<td>Decrease in NT-proBNP by &gt;30% and 300 pg/ml (if baseline NT-proBNP &gt;650 pg/ml), or a ≥2-point decrease in NYHA class (if baseline NYHA class III or IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGPR</td>
<td>Renal response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dFLC &lt;4 mg/dl</td>
<td>30% decrease in proteinuria or a drop below 0.5 g/24 h, each coupled in the absence of renal progression, defined as a &gt;25% decrease in eGFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Hepatic response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dFLC decrease ≥50%</td>
<td>50% decrease in abnormal alkaline phosphatase value or decrease in radiographic liver size by at least 2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Nervous system response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than PR</td>
<td>Improvement in electromyogram nerve conduction velocity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Mayo’s transplant eligibility criteria for AL amyloidosis

Physiologic age ≤70 years
Performance score ≤2
NYHA class I/II
Cardiac troponin T <0.06 ng/ml
Systolic blood pressure >90 mm Hg
Creatinine clearance ≥30 ml/min/1.73 m² (unless undergoing long-term dialysis)
Less than 3 organs significantly involved

### Initial Treatment

Treatment options for AL amyloidosis follow options available for MM, with toxicity-driven adjustments. However, amyloid-targeted treatment alternatives have emerged, as will be discussed in the Novel Therapies section below. The Mayo Stratification of Myeloma and Risk-Adapted Therapy (mSMART) nonstudy treatment algorithm can be viewed in figure 4.

### Assessing the Risk of Treatment-Related Toxicity (Risk-Adapted Approach)

As in MM, treatment is guided by eligibility to undergo autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT). Eligibility is based on the patient’s general fitness and organ function, with a main focus on cardiac performance. The Mayo eligibility criteria for ASCT are presented in table 3 [92]. With better patient selection and better supportive care, a reduction of early posttransplant mortality was observed by the two major single-center reports on ASCT in...
AL amyloidosis, the first from Boston University [94] and the second from the Mayo clinic [95]. Both trials reported a decline in 100-day mortality compared with an earlier period, with current figures at 5.6 and 7%, respectively. With a refinement in eligibility criteria (NT-proBNP <5,000 pg/ml and cardiac troponin T <0.06 ng/l), there was a further decline in 100-day mortality to 1.1% [96], a rate which is comparable to that seen in MM patients who undergo ASCT [97]. These single-center results have been confirmed in a study from the registry of the Center for International Blood and Marrow Transplant Research (CIBMTR) [98]. This report, the largest to date, encompassing 1,536 AL amyloidosis patients who underwent ASCT at 134 centers in the USA and Europe, showed a significant reduction in 100-day mortality from 20 to 11 to 5% between the periods 1995–2000, 2001–2006 and 2007–2012, respectively. Another European report also suggests that outcome depends on a center’s ASCT experience [99].

**Autologous Stem Cell Transplantation**

The use of ASCT in AL amyloidosis is not as common as in younger MM patients, and is in use more frequently in the USA than in most European countries. The first feasibility report on ASCT in AL amyloidosis came from the Boston University in the mid-1990s [100], which opened a new treatment era for AL amyloidosis.

**Pros and Cons of ASCT**

The benefit of ASCT comes from both the rapid reduction of the involved LC as well as a high rate of HR and OR. In a study of 454 patients, 80% achieved HR following ASCT and 40% gained CR [101]. In terms of survival, the largest outcome study in transplanted patients reported a current 5-year survival at 77% [98]. Even with prolonged follow-up, survival remains high, with 43% of patients who undergo ASCT surviving more than 10 years [79]. When comparing the outcome of transplanted patients between AL amyloidosis and MM, more AL amyloidosis patients achieve CR (40 vs. 29%), and their median OS is significantly higher (113 vs. 59.5 months) [101]. The greatest survival difference was noticed among those who attained CR, as MM patients in this subgroup had a nearly 5-fold risk of death compared to their AL amyloidosis counterparts. These results are not attainable by conventional chemotherapy, and therefore every patient eligible for ASCT should be offered this procedure. Unfortunately, only 20–25% of AL amyloidosis patients are considered transplant eligible.

ASCT application in AL amyloidosis is restricted for two reasons. First, this technique is associated with significant toxicity, mainly in cardiac amyloidosis and patients with multiorgan involvement. Second, data in favor of its use derive from uncontrolled studies, while there is no evidence from randomized control trials (RCTs) to support its selection. In fact, the only RCT that addressed the role of ASCT in AL amyloidosis showed an inferior outcome to ASCT over conventional chemotherapy [102]. That trial compared ASCT with oral melphalan-dexamethasone (MDex) and, although response rates were comparable, survival was inferior in the ASCT arm. However, this was a small-scale trial with high TRM at

---

**Fig. 4. a** Newly diagnosed AL amyloidosis. 1 Criteria for ASCT: troponin T <0.06 and BP ≥90 mm Hg. 2 Induction also if there is a delay in proceeding to ASCT or as clinically indicated. 3 If the response at 2 months is less than PR or if there is NT-proBNP progression, consider changing therapy. 4 For age >70 years or creatinine clearance <30 ml/min/1.73 m², use melphalan (Mel) 140 mg/m². HSCT = Hematopoietic stem cell transplant. 5 Mayo 2004 stage I or Mayo 2012 stage I or II. b mSMART.org guidelines for the treatment of AL amyloidosis (off study). Vd = Bortezomib dexamethasone; Len = lenalidomide; Pom = pomalidomide.
24%, far higher than the reported 5% TRM in studies with stringent patient selection. New nonintensive regimens, as will be discussed, further limited more widespread use of ASCT.

Stem Cell Mobilization

Although considered a safe procedure in MM, stem cell collection in AL amyloidosis using granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) can be associated with significant morbidity and even rare reports of mortality [103]. Major complications associated with this procedure include fluid overload, weight gain, cardiac arrhythmias, and cardiopulmonary collapse and predominantly occur in patients with cardiac involvement. It is assumed to be a form of capillary leak syndrome triggered by the G-CSF. Moreover, the presence of autonomic dysfunction can complicate stem cell harvest, with hypotension that can develop during collection; 10% of patients who undergo stem cell collection need a delay of 1 month or longer before proceeding to the transplant in order to recover from fluid retention [35].

Plerixafor, a reversible antagonist of CXCR4, has been used successfully with G-CSF in stem cell mobilization in AL amyloidosis [104, 105]. The yield of CD34+ cell dose was higher when plerixafor was used with G-CSF and with less apheresis procedures, but collection with these two agents was no safer than with the use of G-CSF alone.

Dose of Melphalan

Similar to MM, the traditional conditioning regimen is melphalan at a dose of 200 mg/m². However, an attenuated dose (100–140 mg/m²) is commonly used, due to older age, multiorgan damage, or for single organ cardiac or kidney impairment, in order to reduce toxicity associated with full-dose melphalan. In the CIBMTR study [98], less than half of patients received full-dose melphalan (≥180 mg/m²), and there was a trend towards the more frequent use of attenuated doses in the 2007–2012 period compared with the 2001–2006 period (64 vs. 49%, respectively). An attenuated dose of melphalan is associated with a reduced response rate and survival compared to full-dose melphalan [53, 106], but toxicity is similar.

Upfront ASCT versus Prior Induction

Several trials have looked into the role of induction chemotherapy before proceeding to ASCT. In a randomized trial, two courses of melphalan-prednisone before ASCT resulted in a similar response and survival compared with the ASCT-only arm. Moreover, fewer patients in the induction arm proceeded to ASCT as a result of progression during the induction phase [107]. In a more recent randomized trial, prior induction with 2 cycles of bortezomib and dexamethasone was compared to ASCT alone in 56 patients. The induction arm showed an improved response rate (86 vs. 53% at 12 months), higher CR rate (70 vs. 35% at 2 years) and better OS (95 vs. 69% at 2 years) compared with the ASCT-only arm [108]. In our experience, patients with less than 10% BMPCs can proceed to frontline ASCT, whereas those with >10% BMPCs are treated with induction prior to ASCT [92]. It is reasonable in patients with poor organ function to proceed with induction chemotherapy in anticipation of improved organ function, which then will allow them to be eligible for full-dose melphalan ASCT.

Consolidation Treatment following ASCT

The strategy of consolidation following transplantation in an attempt to improve outcome was assessed in several trials. In a phase II trial, patients not achieving a CR following ASCT received 6 cycles of bortezomib-dexamethasone. Of the 21 patients evaluable, 18 (86%) had improvement in their HR, with two thirds of them reaching a CR from PR or stable disease. Most responses occurred within the first consolidation cycle. Grade 3–4 adverse events (AEs) were limited, except for 40% grade 3 thrombocytopenia. One patient with advanced cardiac disease died during consolidation [109]. With the lack of high-quality data, it is reasonable to offer limited consolidation cycles if at least a VGPR is not achieved following ASCT.

Conventional Chemotherapy

Most AL amyloidosis patients cannot tolerate high-dose chemotherapy due to age and/or significant organ compromise. As treatment-related toxicity is high with conventional chemotherapy, treatment schedule and dosing should be individualized based on age, frailty, performance status and cardiac function and regimen tolerability. A risk-adapted strategy has been shown to improve 1-year survival in bortezomib-dexamethasone-treated patients [110]. HR rates to various regimens do not exceed 80% in most trials. Therefore, treatment failure may occur and a switch to an alternative regimen is warranted to prevent further organ damage. The point at which such a decision is made has not been verified but is dependent on the patient’s condition. Those who have significant organ compromise and/or high-risk disease should be switched to an alternative regimen within 2 cycles of treatment if at least a PR is not achieved. For low-risk patients with a good physical condition and pre-
served organ function, this decision can be postponed to the end of the third cycle.

The optimal duration of treatment with conventional chemotherapy has not been verified in clinical trials, and most trials schedule 8–12 treatment cycles. A long-term maintenance phase following induction treatment was proposed by a few trials [111, 112], but the clinical benefit is unclear and should be evaluated in future trials. Unlike MM, response rates among treatment-naïve and relapsed patients do not differ considerably, which might reflect the selection of relapsed patients since patients with advanced disease die early.

Alkylator-Based Regimens
Alkylators combined with glucocorticoids formed the treatment backbone for AL amyloidosis for several decades. Melphalan and prednisone proved superior to colchicine in two RCTs in terms of survival [71, 113]. However, the comparator was ineffective, OR was infrequent and patients with cardiac amyloidosis did not benefit, with a median survival of several months.

In 2004, an Italian phase 2 trial assessing MDex (a melphalan/high-dose dexamethasone combination) showed this regimen to be active with an HR rate of 67% (CR 33%), an OR rate of 48% and an acceptable toxicity profile of grade 3 or above AEs of 11% [114]. In an extended follow-up report, the median survival was 61 months [115]. MDex has become a standard of care for AL amyloidosis, to which all newer regimens are compared. The RCT comparing MDex to ASCT [102] confirmed the MDex results and demonstrated a survival benefit for MDex over ASCT. Subsequent single-arm trials evaluating MDex showed an inferior response rate [116] and/or inferior survival [117, 118] compared with the pivotal MDex trial, but a higher proportion of patients with cardiac involvement and lack of staging data preclude a true comparison between these trials. Nevertheless, it appears that MDex is not sufficient to overcome the poor prognosis associated with advanced cardiac amyloidosis.

Novel Agent-Based Treatment
Proteasome Inhibitor-Based Regimens. Proteasome inhibitors are characterized by a rapid treatment response, making them appealing agents for this disease. Bortezomib, as the first-in-class proteasome inhibitor, has been the most explored agent, but as with other agents studied in this rare disease, most published data come from uncontrolled studies, and the ability to make solid conclusions is limited.

In a phase I/II trial, single-agent bortezomib was investigated in a relapsed setting in two schedules, 1.6 mg/m² once weekly and 1.3 mg/m² biweekly [119]. An HR was seen in ~70% of patients in both groups, with a CR rate higher in the once-weekly schedule (37%) compared with the twice-weekly schedule (24%). The median time to best response was 3.2 months in the once-weekly regimen compared to 1.2 months in the twice-weekly regimen. The toxicity profile favored the once-weekly schedule with fewer grade 3–4 AEs (50 vs. 79%, respectively). Furthermore, 2 patients in the twice-weekly schedule died, possibly related to bortezomib. Overall, the once-weekly schedule is favored both for response and toxicity. As this trial excluded patients with New York Heart Association (NYHA) class III–IV, caution should be used in this group of patients when using this agent. It is advisable to use lower bortezomib doses in this group (0.7–1 mg/m² once weekly), as bortezomib in higher doses was linked to worsening heart failure [120].

Bortezomib was studied in combination with dexamethasone with or without an alkylator. The most reported regimen is bortezomib in combination with dexamethasone and cyclophosphamide (CyBorD), following its use in MM management as well as an initial report in AL amyloidosis showing a response rate in 94% of patients (71% CR) [121]. The largest report on this combination comes from two large European amyloidosis centers that retrospectively analyzed 230 newly diagnosed patients [52]. HR was seen in 60% of patients, with 23% achieving CR. Patients with advanced cardiac disease (defined by cardiac troponin T >0.035 ng/ml and NT-pro-BNP >8,500 ng/l) had a lower response compared with patients who did not meet these criteria (42 vs. 64–77%, respectively). However, in a 3-month landmark analysis, of the 31 patients with advanced cardiac disease, those who achieved at least a PR had a better survival compared with those with no HR (median survival 26 vs. 6 months, respectively; p < 0.001).

Results of a phase 3 RCT comparing MDex with bortezomib and melphalan, dexamethasone (BMDex) are yet to be reported in a manuscript form, while interim analysis shows only a trend towards improved HR with BMDex compared to MDex (75 vs. 55%, p = 0.07), with no significant difference in survival [122]. Other proteasome inhibitors, namely ixazomib and carfilzomib, are under evaluation in AL amyloidosis, but data are premature and their use cannot be recommended outside a clinical trial.
duce modest clinical benefit as a single agent [123], but is associated with significant toxicity and is poorly tolerated. In a phase II trial, at a starting dose of 200 mg/day, the drug was not well tolerated in all patients [124]. Therefore, current recommendation suggests an initial dose of no more than 50 mg/day, which can be increased if response is suboptimal and the drug is tolerated.

In combination with dexamethasone, thalidomide has been shown to produce an HR in 48% of patients in a relapsed setting, and 26% also achieved an OR. However, toxicity was high, as 65% experienced grade 3–4 AEs with a median thalidomide dose of 300 mg/day [125]. Thalidomide in combination with cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone (CTD) yielded a 74% HR in a mixed population of newly diagnosed and advanced-stage patients. Toxicity was high, with more than half of the patients experiencing grade 2 or greater AEs [126]. In a recent matched comparison of CTD with CyBorD in newly diagnosed patients, a similar HR (80 vs. 71%, respectively) and 1-year overall survival (67 vs. 65%, respectively) was found between the two regimens. However, CyBorD was associated with a higher CR rate (24 vs. 40%, respectively) and longer median PFS (14 vs. 28 months, respectively) [127], favoring its use over CTD.

**Immunomodulatory-Based Regimens: Lenalidomide.** As a single agent, lenalidomide activity is limited, but increased when dexamethasone was added [128]. Like thalidomide, lenalidomide is less well tolerated in AL amyloidosis than MM, and the recommended initial dose is not to exceed 15 mg/day [129]. Three trials have evaluated lenalidomide in combination with melphalan and dexamethasone, one in a newly diagnosed cohort [130] and the other two studies with both newly diagnosed and relapsed patients [131, 132]. An HR was seen in 50–58% of patients in the trials, but the CR rate was highly variable, ranging from 42% in the de novo setting to 7–8% in the mixed-population trials. The reason for the lower CR rates in these two trials may stem from the lower lenalidomide dose used (10 mg/day) compared to 15 mg/day in the former trial, and a higher proportion of cardiac patients (92% in one trial). OR varied between these trials, from 7 to 50%, correlating directly with the complete hematologic response rate. The most common AEs were cytopenia, nausea, diarrhea/constipation, fatigue, skin rash and infection. Another recently explored combination regimen consisted of lenalidomide, cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone. In the newly diagnosed setting, this regimen produced an HR in 46% of patients, with a CR of 18% [111]. An OR was seen in 46%. This trial had a high proportion of cardiac patients and has demonstrated that patients with advanced cardiac stage were less likely to respond, similar to results seen with other conventional chemotherapy regimens. Three subsequent trials evaluated this combination regimen in a mixed population of patients [133–135], revealing an HR in 55–62% (CR 5–11%) and OR in 19–29% of patients.

Two specific concerns regarding lenalidomide toxicity should be acknowledged. The first is the occurrence of lenalidomide-related renal deterioration in a high proportion of patients, 66% in one report, of which 10% necessitated dialysis [136]. Although more likely in patients with underlying renal amyloidosis, functional decline can occur even in its absence. Renal recovery was seen in only 44% of patients. The second concern is the rise of NT-proBNP/BNP in a substantial portion of lenalidomide-treated patients [137, 138]. It is unclear if this indicates cardiac toxicity, fluid retention by lenalidomide or impaired renal clearance of this biomarker. This rise was reported to be asymptomatic and was not predictive of shortened survival.

Pomalidomide, a third-generation IMiD, has been explored in combination with weekly dexamethasone in a phase II trial [139]. Thirty-three patients with at least one prior regimen were enrolled. HR was documented in 48% of patients and CR in 3%. Prior IMiDs exposure did not affect the response rate. OR occurred in 15% of patients. A dose reduction was required in half of the patients, mostly due to neutropenia. As with lenalidomide, a rise in NT-proBNP occurred in most of the patients, including patients with hematological and cardiac responses.

**Supportive Care**

**Cardiac Support Care**

Cardiac amyloidosis is common in AL amyloidosis, bears a high symptom burden and carries the poorest outcome among all organs. Therefore, it deserves a special focus on supportive care requirements, although most recommendations are derived from low-quality data. Although important to know the ‘to do’s’ in cardiac management, knowing the ‘do not do’s’ for these patients is as important.

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) accounts for approximately one third of early deaths in AL amyloidosis [140]. Although fatal ventricular arrhythmias are encountered, most SCDs are attributed to electromechanical dissociation (EMD; also referred to as pulseless electrical activity), which is not amenable to cardioversion-defibrillation [141]. In one trial assessing 19 patients who were deemed high risk for SCD, only 2 patients were successfully treat-
ed with electrical shock for sustained ventricular tachyarhythmia, and most patients died due to EMD [142]. Another report suggested a benefit of an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) in a subset of patients with a history of sustained and/or nonsustained ventricular tachycardia [143], but lacked a comparator arm. Our experience suggests that despite appropriate shock delivery, lack of a survival benefit for ICD implantation indicates a difficulty in appropriate patient selection [144]. Identification of indications for ICD installation await collaborative trials.

Heart failure management is challenging. Most medication used for heart failure management are not well tolerated by cardiac amyloidosis patients. Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers often lead to profound hypotension, even in modest doses, and their use should be discouraged [145]. Beta-blockers may aggravate hypotension due to the fixed stroke volume and need for a higher heart rate to maintain cardiac output. Similarly, calcium channel blockers are relatively contraindicated as they can worsen heart failure due to the negative inotropic effect [146]. Therefore, loop diuretics and aldosterone antagonists remain the mainstay of treatment, requiring frequent monitoring for changes in creatinine and electrolytes. For tachyarhythmia rate control, digoxin has been shown to bind amyloid fibrils [147], increasing the risk of digoxin toxicity, and its use is infrequent. Amiodarone may be considered, but has not been proven as beneficial or safe. Beta-blockers may be used cautiously for this purpose [148]. Left ventricular assist device has emerged as a new treatment modality for refractory heart failure. However, its use in cardiac amyloidosis has been primarily reserved for non-AL amyloidosis [149], reflecting strict patient selection as a result of serious AEs associated with the device [150]. Its use should be restricted to patients with isolated cardiac amyloidosis.

For hypotension management, due to autonomic dysfunction, it is advisable to perform simple measures such as avoiding dehydration and excessive use of diuretics, gradual movement with postural change and using elastic stockings, preferably those which extend to the waist. If these measures are unsatisfactory, pharmacologic intervention should be considered. The most common drugs in use are midodrine, a selective α1-adrenegic agonist, at a dose of 2.5–10 mg 2–4 times per day, and fluorohydrocortisone, a mineralocorticoid, at a dose of 0.05–0.3 mg daily [151]. It is recommended to start at a lower dose level and increase the dose if tolerated and the desired effect is not achieved.
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Nutrition

Patients with AL amyloidosis often present with malnourishment as a result of multiple factors. These factors include insufficient energy intake, systemic catabolic factors, organ involvement interfering with absorption (e.g., macroglossia, GIT involvement, autonomic dysfunction causing GIT dysmotility, etc.) and/or nutrient loss (significant proteinuria). It has been demonstrated that poor nutritional status is associated with the number of involved organs, advanced Mayo stage as well as reduced quality of life and poorer overall survival [152–154].

In an Italian single-center open-label RCT [85], AL amyloidosis patients were randomly assigned to either regular nutritional consulting by a dietitian or to non-dietitian-led nutritional counseling. Patients in the interventional arm had better caloric intake and better survival compared with conventional nutritional counseling, highlighting the importance of simple measures in preserving adequate intake.

Novel Therapies for AL Amyloidosis: Amyloid Deposit-Targeted Therapies

SAP Antibodies

SAP is a glycoprotein which is part of all amyloid deposits, regardless of the misfolding protein origin. SAP contributes to fibril stabilization and proteolytic resistance. In 2010, a report by Bodin et al. [155] demonstrated a phagocytic-mediated removal of amyloid visceral deposition in mice treated with anti-human SAP monoclonal antibodies. As SAP also normally circulates in the bloodstream, prior treatment with a drug named CPHPC, which removes SAP from the circulation, allows better targeting of the tissue deposits by anti-SAP antibodies. A phase I trial in which a 3-day CPHPC treatment was followed by a single anti-SAP infusion showed a reduction in amyloid deposits, mainly hepatic, in those who received a higher antibody dose [156]. This trial enrolled 15 patients, 8 of whom had AL amyloidosis. Cardiac amyloidosis patients were excluded from participation.

Another monoclonal antibody, NEO001, targets misfolded LCs at the amyloid deposits and render them susceptible to phagocytosis. Interim results of a phase I trial have been reported [157]. Twenty-seven AL amyloidosis patients, including cardiac patients, received monthly NEO001 infusion for a median of 12 treatments. Treatment was safe with minimal toxicity. Cardiac and renal responses occurred in 57 and 60% of evaluable patients, respectively, with deeper responses associated with longer treatment periods. The currently recruiting VITAL trial, a phase 3 global trial, will evaluate
the efficacy and safety of NEOD001 plus standard care versus placebo and standard care in untreated AL amyloidosis with cardiac or renal involvement [158].

Doxycycline
Following promising results in a TTR amyloidosis model, doxycycline has also been shown to inhibit amyloid formation in a transgenic AL amyloidosis mouse model [159]. Its mode of action is thought to involve fibril disruption and disaggregation. A case-control study reported a significant reduction in early mortality when doxycycline was added to a bortezomib-based triplet regimen without an impact on HR [160]. Currently, two phase II trials for the evaluation of doxycycline in AL amyloidosis are accruing in the USA [161, 162].

Green Tea
This rather unexpected observation was first published as a ‘Letter to the editor’ in Blood in 2007 by a hematologist suffering from AL amyloidosis, and described improved cardiac parameters and quality of life with the consumption of green tea in large volumes [163]. This was followed by a case-control study in which 11 patients treated predominantly with MDex who also consumed green tea demonstrated functional class improvements as well as a decrease in cardiac mass compared to 22 historical controls [164]. The beneficial effect of green tea is ascribed to epigallocatechin gallate, a naturally derived phenol enriched in green tea, which is able to interfere with the aggregation of the amyloidogenic proteins in vitro [165]. In TTR cardiac amyloidosis there are promising results reported with the use of green tea [166, 167]. A single-center randomized trial is currently underway to assess the significance of green tea extracts in the management of AL amyloidosis [168]. However, all green tea data comes from a single institution, and until more solid data arrive, the use of green tea should remain investigational at this time. Epigallocatechin gallate was reported to antagonize bortezomib action in vitro [169].

Conclusions
AL amyloidosis represents a challenging disease in recognition, diagnosis and treatment. Diagnosis is often delayed, and this translates into a higher disease burden and poorer survival, especially when there is cardiac involvement. Diagnosis is based on pathological evaluation and may require several diagnostic specimens to reach a diagnosis. It is important to type the amyloid, as treatment is type specific. Along with the rise of new treatments for MM, novel agents have been incorporated into AL amyloidosis management, but their ultimate impact is still not determined. ASCT remains the best treatment option when strict eligibility criteria are met. Patients with advanced cardiac amyloidosis still lack good treatment options, reflecting a major unmet need. Currently, investigational amyloid-targeted therapies may add important new tools to the treatment arsenal for AL amyloidosis.
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